
Window Security Bars so simple - anyone can fit them
or your money back!

Step 1.  What type of fixing do you prefer

There’re two types of security window bars to choose from;

“Reveal Fix” Window Bars - fit like this

“Face Fix” Window Bars - fit like this

Now, using a tape measure, measure from the centre of your window out to the right ...at every 100mm point
you’ll need a bar (if it’s a Child Safety Application), or at every 150mm for a security application. 
(Remember: the distance between the edge of the window and the centre of the bar closest to it should’nt be
any greater than your chosen bar centres).

...so say for example you’ve counted 4 bars to the right, you’re going to need another 4 bars for the left, plus
one for the middle ...that’s 9 bars.   See how easy it is!

Step 2.  How many window bars do you need

First decide on what “Bar Centres” you need - that's simply the 
distance from the centre of one bar, to the centre of the bar next to it;

100mm (4”) centres is recommended for Child Safety Applications

150mm (6") bar centres for Security Applications.

Height range covered

Bar 18           457mm  -    762mm    (18” - 30”)
Bar 30           762mm  -  1067mm    (30” - 42”)
Bar 42         1067mm  -  1372mm    (42” - 54”)
Bar 54         1372mm  -  1676mm    (54” - 66”)
Bar 67         1702mm  -  2007mm    (67” - 79”)

If you really want to maximise your security, add a set of these low cost
Lateral Spacers, which are designed to stop your bars being prised
apart by really determined burglars. (Remember: you’ll need one less
lateral spacer than the total number of window bars for the window)

You’re just 3 easy steps away from having a secure window 

bar centres

Step 3.  How tall do your window bars need to be?

Optional Extras;

Using anti tamper, one way security screws to fix your security bars in place will also
add to your overall level of security. - See the special “Security Fixing Pack 50” 
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There are 5 AdaptaBar security bar sizes to choose from - each features a 12” (300mm) telescopic adjustment;

for more help or advice call Insight Security tel: 01273 475500  ...or visit; www.insight-security.com


